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User Experience Overview
Unum ID hides state-of-the-art technology behind extremely simple user experiences. There
are no setup steps for users, and everything works seamlessly behind the scenes. Here, we
show the user experience for two applications of Unum ID: (1) passwordless auth and (2)
instant onboarding.

Beyond Passwordless™
Beyond Passwordless™ transforms your mobile app into a multi-factor authenticator. Users
can login painlessly, across all channels, by completing a simple biometric check in your app.
Better security and better user experience. Try a demo of this here.
In this example, a user visits the ACME website on desktop.
1. Instead of the usual username and password login, the user sees
a QR code. They scan this with their phone camera or ACME
app.
2. They complete a biometric check in the ACME app.
3. They’re authenticated!
That’s multiple factors of authentication — including asymmetric
cryptography and biometrics — in a fraction of a second.
Scanning a QR code is just one of many
options. The user can also tap a push
notification or click a link sent by SMS or
email. In each case, they complete a
biometric check in the ACME app and are
authenticated.
How did ACME enable this passwordless auth?
It added the Unum ID Mobile SDK to the
ACME app and issued an authentication credential to each user
using the Unum ID Server SDK. This happens automatically for the
user, without any action from them: their app simply updates
automatically in the background. Then, ACME can use passwordless
auth everywhere: its website (on desktop, tablet, and mobile), mobile
app, support calls, and even in person. This is a painless experience
for the user and far more secure. Because there are no shared
secrets and the authentication is bidirectional, Unum ID prevents
phishing, SIM swapping, and other behavioral fraud.
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Verify with X™
Verify with X™ lets one company instantly onboard a user with the verified identity they have
with another company. Remove signup friction and verify identity for a fraction of the
cost. Try a demo of this here.
In this example, a user visits the Hooli website on their
laptop and uses their verified ACME identity to instantly
sign up for Hooli.
1. Instead of the usual manual account creation form, the
user sees a QR code to Verify with ACME. They scan
this with their phone camera or ACME app.
2. They respond to a prompt in the ACME app and agree
to share their verified ACME information.
3. They complete a biometric check in the ACME app.
4. They’re signed up as a fully verified Hooli user!
This involves the same security as the passwordless auth
described above, but in this case the user doesn’t just
authenticate. They share rich identity data that Hooli can
use to create an account.
As before, scanning a QR
code is just one of many
options. The user can also tap
a push notification or click a
link sent by SMS or email. In
each case, they agree to
share their information and
complete a biometric check in
the ACME app.
How did Hooli enable this instant onboarding? It used the
Unum ID Server and Web SDKs to create a request for
verified ACME information from the user. The user has
identity data securely stored in their ACME mobile app.
Hooli can use the same instant onboarding flow
everywhere: its website (on desktop, tablet, and mobile),
mobile app, phone calls, and even in person. And they can
request verified identity data from any other Unum ID
customer that offers it.
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